**Use SI**  Words by Marian McKenzie 12-14  Tune: Let it Snow, by Jule Stein (1945)

D A7 D A7 E A
Oh, when problem sets I am grading, and mistakes are just cascading,
Em B Em A D
Again and again I cry: "Use SI! Use SI! Use SI!"

D A7 D A7 E A
When the units are wrong or missing, you will often hear me hissing,
Em B Em A D
"I cannot imagine WHY - Use SI! Use SI! Use SI!"

**[Bridge:]**

A E A
Any answer in ergs or dynes fills my heart with sensations of dread.
A B E A A7
What's the problem with jolly Joules? Why not use Newtons instead?

D A7 D
Well, my eyes have been slowly crossing,
A7 E A
So in dreams I'll soon be tossing

Em B Em A D
But with every snore I'll sigh, "Use SI! Use SI! Use SI!"